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KEY TERMS 

 

EBT: Electronic Benefit Transfer, a system that allows recipients of SNAP and other govern-

ment benefits to make purchases with a specialized debit card. 

 

Food security: a situation that exists when all people, at all times, have physical, social, 

and economic access to sufficient, safe, and nutritious food that meets their dietary needs 

and food preferences for an active and healthy life (FAO 2001). 

 

SFMNP: Senior Farmers’ Market Nutrition Program, a program that allots coupons to low-

income seniors for the purchase of fruits and vegetables from farmers’ markets and farm 

stands. 

 

SNAP: Supplemental Nutrition Assistance Program, formerly known as food stamps, a pro-

gram that provides financial assistance to low-income United States residents for purchasing 

food. 

 

Social capital: the value of social networks, bonding similar people and bridging between 

diverse people, with norms of reciprocity (Dekker & Uslaner 

2001: 2). 

 

WIC: Special Supplemental Nutrition Program for Women, In-

fants, and Children, a program that provides low-income preg-

nant women, postpartum women, and parents and guardians 

with infants and children in the United States with financial as-

sistance for the purchase of healthy food, nutrition education, 

and assistance in accessing social services. 

 

WIC FMNP: WIC Farmers’ Market Nutrition Program, a pro-

gram associated with WIC that allots coupons to low-income 

pregnant women, postpartum women, and parents and guardi-

ans with infants and children for the purchase of fruits and 

vegetables from farmers’ markets and farm stands. 





SUMMARY 

 

T 
his report discusses the role of farmers’ markets in food bank pro-

gramming with a special focus on the Farmers’ Market and Community 

Food Consignment program managed by the Community Food Bank of 

Southern Arizona in Tucson, AZ. As food banks struggle to meet the needs of the hun-

gry in their communities, some, like the Community Food Bank of Southern Arizona, are turn-

ing to programs that advance systemic solutions to hunger and poverty. Farmers’ markets are 

one such program that has the potential to fight hunger at its root. Through a review of avail-

able literature and an analysis of preliminary data collected by the Community Food Bank of 

Southern Arizona, this report seeks to answer the question of whether it is appropriate for a 

community-based anti-hunger organization, such as a food bank, to incorporate farmers’ mar-

kets into its programming. 

 

Key findings are that it may be appropriate for food banks to incorporate nonprofit farmers’ 

markets, like those managed by the Community Food Bank of Southern Arizona into their op-

erations. Farmers’ markets can bolster food security and reduce risk of hunger in the sur-

rounding community. However, the success of a food bank farmers’ market program depends 

on the careful development of integrated and ongoing monitoring and evaluation strategies 

that measure program effectiveness in the food bank context. 



THE CASE OF THE COMMUNITY FOOD BANK OF SOUTHERN AZ: 

A MODEL FOOD BANK FARMERS’ MARKET PROGRAM 

 

T 
he mission of the Community Food Bank of Southern Arizona is to 

“anticipate and meet the needs of the hungry in our community” 

through “education, advocacy, and the acquisition, storage, and distribu-

tion of food.” With this mission in mind, the food bank manages four farmers’ markets, 

strategically located and marketed to low-income consumers. The farmers’ market program 

operates under the food bank’s Community Food Resource Center, a department dedicated 

to implementing systems-level, long-term solutions to hunger. 

 

The mission of the farmers’ market program is to “support the agricultural and culinary tradi-

tion of our region; and to improve our quality of life through healthy, fair, green, and affordable 

food.” The program consists of two parts: 1) a core farmers’ market program that coordinates 

vendors and market space, and 2) a community food consignment program that buys and 

sells small volumes of food from local community members. At each of the organization’s four 

farmers’ markets, several full-time food bank staff and part-time volunteers coordinate space 

for outside vendors, and run a consignment farm stand. While Southern Arizona’s desert cli-

mate constrains local food production, the consignment program augments the supply of pro-

duce at the market. Food bank staff purchase produce from consigners (local backyard gar-

deners and small farmers) and sell the local fruits and vegetables at a stand at the market. 

Markets are located to be geographically accessible to low-income customers, and are 

scheduled weekly for 2- to 3-hour periods. Each market accepts SNAP, WIC, and WIC and 

Senior FMNP food assistance benefits. All vendors are required to sell natural, locally pro-

duced food. Market logistics are supported by access to food bank transportation and ware-

house space. 



METHODS AND DATA USED IN THIS REPORT 

 

T 
his report uses a review of the literature and preliminary data from a 

farmers’ market program monitoring system to explore the question of 

whether it is appropriate for food banks to incorporate farmers’ markets 

into their programming. Analysis is based in part on the results of pilot surveys of 125 

farmers’ market customers and 64 food producers (vendors and consigners) at Community 

Food Bank of Southern Arizona farmers’ markets in Tucson, AZ. Surveys were conducted in 

January of 2013, and may not fully represent the experiences of customers or producers due 

to the seasonal nature of both food production and the allocation of government food assis-

tance benefits including WIC and Senior FMNP vouchers. 



I. ARGUMENTS FOR THE INCLUSION OF FARMERS’ MARKETS 

IN FOOD BANK PROGRAMMING 

 

T 
here is evidence to suggest that farmers’ markets reduce food insecu-

rity, and thus risk of hunger, by generating social capital, promoting 

healthy food utilization and consumption, and increasing healthy food ac-

cess in target communities. A review of the literature and an analysis of the farmers’ 

market program of the Community Food Bank of Southern Arizona indicate that there may be 

a role for farmers’ markets in anti-hunger work. While definitions of food security vary, this re-

port uses the widely accepted FAO definition: “a situation that exists when all people, at all 

times, have physical, social, and economic access to sufficient, safe, and nutritious food that 

meets their dietary needs and food preferences for an active and healthy life (FAO 2001). 

Nonprofit farmers’ markets, like those operating under the umbrella of a food bank, have the 

opportunity to maximize and distribute the social and nutritional benefits of farmers’ markets 

typically only afforded to middle- and high-income consumers at for-profit markets. Positioning 

a nonprofit institution like a food bank in a managerial or market-coordinating role generates 

opportunities for farmers’ markets to serve low-income customers and fight hunger at its root. 

 

A. Farmers’ markets build social capital 

 

Farmers’ markets can reduce food insecurity by building social capital in a commu-

nity. Definitions of social capital vary. Broadly, social capital refers to “the value of social networks, bond-

ing similar people and bridging between diverse people, with norms of reciprocity (Dekker & Uslaner 2001: 

2). It has been called the “missing link” in economic development (Grootaert 1998; Grootaert & Van Baste-

laer 2001), and the “glue” that holds communities together (Stone & Hughes 2002; Svendsen & Svendsen 

2000). Because social scientists are still developing a standard definition for the complex concept, many 

exist. See Claridge (2012) for a summary of existing definitions. 

 

Social capital is central to food security, as households with more social capital have greater access to 

food. As concluded by Martin et al. (2004), social capital is associated with decreased risk of hunger. So-

http://www.socialcapitalresearch.com/literature/definition.html
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cial safety nets, social support mechanisms, and 

community solidarity increase household resilience 

to environmental and economic shocks that affect 

food procurement ability (Alinovi 2009; Christiaen-

sen & Boisvert 200; Frankenberger 19920). Social 

support mechanisms are important to nutrition se-

curity and nutritional status (Morris 1999), and so-

cial exclusion and deprivation can cause food inse-

curity (Murrell et al. 2011). A study of one Austra-

lian town confirmed that food access problems in 

the community are the result not of geographic dis-

tance between home and the grocery store, but of 

the inadequacy of social and welfare networks that 

allow people to access private transport (Coveney 

& Dwyer 2009). 

 

Farmers’ markets can build social capital that re-

duces risk of hunger in the surrounding community. 

While no studies were found on the social impact of 

nonprofit farmers’ markets, studies of for-profit 

farmers’ markets suggest that social interaction and 

community-building are important motives for cus-

tomer and vendor attendance and participation 

(Brown 2002; Davis 1978; Hunt 2007; Lyson et al. 

1995; Oberholtzer & Grow 2003; Smith 1980). 

Farmers’ markets are “settings for exchanges em-

bedded in social ties, based on proximity, familiar-

ity, and mutual appreciation” (Hinrichs 2000: 298). 

At farmers’ markets, people interact and strengthen 

relationships. Farmers’ markets thus generate so-

cial support networks that buffer food insecure com-

munity members from experiencing hunger during 

hard times. It is likely that nonprofit markets with 

social motives would be even more effective than 

for-profit markets at augmenting the social capital of 

low-income customers. 
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Surveys of customers at farmer’s markets 

managed by the Community Food Bank of 

Southern Arizona indicate that the markets 

increase the number and strength of connec-

tions between community members. Fifty-

eight percent of customers surveyed reported 

feeling more connected to their community 

because of the market, and 60% reported 

having met new people at the market in the 

past. Further evaluation is needed to confirm 

the causal relationship between these farm-

ers’ markets, customer social capital, and de-

creased risk of customer hunger Tucson, AZ. 

However, as evidenced by the literature previ-

ously cited, it is likely that such a causal link 

exists. 

 

B. Farmers’ markets 

empower and educate 

 

Farmers’ markets can empower food 

insecure customers to consume 

healthy food. Through both formal and in-

formal education, farmers’ markets can in-

crease the number of customers who have 

the knowledge, confidence, and desire re-

quired to prepare and consume a variety of 

often unfamiliar or region-specific fruits and 

vegetables. McCormack et al.’s (2010) review 

of research on nutrition-related outcomes of 

farmers’ markets found that markets can posi-

tively affect customer attitudes towards fruit 

and vegetable consumption, especially 

among FMNP participants (McCormack et al. 

2010). Another study of hospital-based farm-

ers’ markets found that 74% of patrons re-

ported eating more fruits and vegetables as a 

result of coming to the market (Cromp et al. 

2012). By incorporating educational program-

ming, nonprofit markets  that target low-

income consumers can maximize customer 

learning and positively affect the attitudes of 

customers towards healthy produce. 

 

Surveys of customers of the farmers’ markets 

managed by the Community Food Bank of 

Southern Arizona suggest that the markets 

facilitate customer learning about food pro-

duction, cooking, and nutrition. Sixty-two per-

cent of customers surveyed reported learning 

something new at the market that day. Out of 

those who reported learning something new, 

40% reported learning the name of a new 

food, 26% reported learning how to cook a 

new food, 18% reported learning something 

new about food production and gardening, 

and 16% reported learning something new 

about health and nutrition. There is a need for 

further research to confirm that customer 

learning at these markets translates into 

changes in food consumption patterns. How-

ever, the literature cited previously suggests 

that it is possible that farmers’ market custom-

ers take action based on what they learn. 

 

C. Farmers’ markets 

increase geographic food 

access 

 

In addition to changing customer at-

titudes, farmers’ markets can in-

crease geographic access to nutri-

tious food. Cromp et al. 2012’s study of a 

hospital-based farmers’ market suggests that 

the strategic placement of farmers’ markets in 

locations that are frequented by target popu-

lations can increase geographic access to 

healthy food amongst target groups. 

 

Surveys of customers at Community Food 

Bank of Southern Arizona farmers’ markets 

were inconclusive regarding the relationship 

between the markets and customers’ geo-

graphic access to healthy food. Forty-two per-

cent of customers surveyed reported traveling 

10 minutes or less to get to the market. Of 

those customers with short travel times, 15% 

reported receiving SNAP benefits and 8% 
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reported receiving WIC or FMNP benefits. In com-

parison, out of customers with travel times greater 

than 10 minutes, 19% reported receiving SNAP 

benefits and 6% reported receiving WIC or FMNP 

benefits. The comparable rates of reported SNAP 

and WIC enrollment between customers who re-

ported short and long travel times suggests that the 

markets are not especially close to low-income 

community members. 

 

Out of the 37% of customers surveyed who re-

ported receiving assistance from governmental or 

nonprofit social services, 50% reported traveling 

over 15 minutes to reach the market. As such, it is 

not clear that the markets are particularly geo-

graphically accessible to low-income customers. 

Furthermore, 70% of those who reported receiving 

assistance from social services also reported travel-

ing to the market by personal vehicle. While the 

markets are geographically accessible to some low-

income individuals, is not evident that the markets 

are frequented by low-income community members 

who rely on public transportation. 

 

However, equally unclear is whether farmers’ mar-

kets placed in different locations in Tucson, AZ 

would better decrease geographic barriers to 

healthy food for low-income customers. Geographic 

accessibility of the markets may be beyond the con-

trol of the Community Food Bank. For example, it 

may be that public transportation in the city is in-

adequate, causing high travel times and low transit 
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use amongst low-income farmers’ markets 

customers. 

 

In spite of long customer transit times, these 

markets seem to be located in strategic loca-

tions for targeting low-income consumers. 

Two of the farmers’ markets managed by the 

Community Food Bank of Southern Arizona 

are located at community health centers fre-

quented by low-income community mem-

bers, and one is located at the food bank 

itself which hosts many low-income clients. 

Fifty-seven percent of customers surveyed 

reported coming to the market because it’s 

one of the few places they can buy healthy 

food, and 79% reported coming because it’s 

one of the few places they can buy locally 

grown food. Further evaluation is needed to 

assess the relationship between farmers’ 

market placement, transportation, and cus-

tomers’ geographic access to food in Tuc-

son, AZ. 

D. Farmers’ markets 

increase economic food 

access 

 

The influence of farmers’ markets in 

general, and of Community Food 

Bank of Southern Arizona farmers’ 

markets in particular, on economic 

access to food is more clear. By re-

quiring all vendors to accept SNAP, WIC, 

and WIC and Senior FMNP food assistance 

benefits, farmers’ markets can increase the 

number of low-income and food insecure 

consumers who have access to healthy food. 

Because the Community Food Bank of 

Southern Arizona’s farmers’ markets accept 

food assistance  benefits, the food bank’s 

Pima County has the highest FMNP redemp-

tion rates in the state. See Megill (2005) for a 

guide to accepting SNAP at farmers’ mar-

kets. 

http://www.hungercenter.org/publications/bridging-the-technological-divide-a-guide-to-accepting-food-stamps-at-farmers-markets/
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According to program records, 24% of sales at 

Community Food Bank of Southern Arizona farm-

ers’ markets come from food assistance benefits 

including SNAP and WIC. While only 13% of cus-

tomers surveyed at these markets reported that 

they usually pay with government benefits, the true 

percentage is likely much higher due to the sea-

sonal nature of WIC and Senior FMNP voucher al-

location. Because FMNP vouchers in Arizona ex-

pire and cannot be accepted by farmers’ markets 

throughout the winter (the survey was conducted in 

January), there is a need to reassess the number of 

customers who pay with food assistance benefits at 

a time when FMNP vouchers are in season. 

 

The Community Food Bank of Southern Arizona 

encountered particular success in increasing cus-

tomers’ economic access to food with the “SNAPPY 

Dollars” SNAP matching program. From October 

2011 to February 2012 the farmers’ market pro-

gram matched SNAP expenditures up to $10 to $20 

per customer per visit. A Community Food Bank of 

Southern Arizona survey of customers paying with 

SNAP during the time period of the SNAP matching 

program found that 35% of those paying with SNAP 

were new shoppers, and of those new shoppers, 

57% cited the SNAP matching program as their 

reason for visiting the market. By establishing pro-

grams that augment the purchasing power of cus-

tomers paying with SNAP, WIC, or other food assis-

tance benefits, farmers’ markets can attract new 

low-income customers and contribute greatly to 

food security and healthy food access in the sur-

rounding community. 
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In addition, while no research was found to 

exist on this topic for nonprofit farmers’ mar-

kets, research on for-profit farmers’ markets 

suggests that they increase economic ac-

cess to food throughout the community via 

an economic multiplier effect. Markets in-

crease the number of jobs, incubate new 

businesses, strengthen and diversify re-

gional agriculture, increase farm profitability, 

and increase sales at neighboring busi-

nesses (Brown 2002; Curry & Oland 1998; 

Lev et al. 2003). One study documented how 

introducing a farmers’ market into an area of 

limited food access decreased the economic 

cost of living for local residents, including the 

cost of food at local grocery stores (Larsen & 

Gilliland 2009). By generating income and 

influencing market forces at vendor booths 

and beyond, farmers’ markets can increase 

the number of community members who are 

economically and food secure. 

 

The economic impact of farmers’ markets is 

closely tied to social capital generation. The 

“warm social atmosphere” of farmers’ mar-

kets encourages entrepreneurial activity and 

experimentation with new ideas and prod-

ucts, and supports the development of busi-

ness management skills in budding entrepre-

neurs (Brown 2002: 173). By generating so-

cial capital, farmers’ markets not only build 

supportive social networks around low-

income customers, but also promote a 

strong local economy that creates income for 

families and small businesses. Income gen-

eration in turn may lead to economic access 

to food and decreased risk of hunger 

throughout the local community. 

 

Surveys of producers from the farmers’ mar-

kets of the Community Food Bank of South-

ern Arizona support the theory that farmers’ 

markets generate local economic activity that 

decreases risk of hunger, especially among 

food insecure community members. Many of 

the producers profiting from these markets 

are low-income community members. Fifty 

percent of established vendors and 38% of 

small-scale community food consigners sur-

veyed at food bank farmers’ markets in Tuc-

son, AZ self-identify as low-income. Eighteen 

percent of consigners and 36% of vendors 
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surveyed reported using SNAP; 14% of consigners 

and 7% of vendors reported using WIC. Twelve 

percent of consigners and 7% of vendors reported 

receiving emergency food directly from the Commu-

nity Food Bank of Southern Arizona. 

 

Even small-scale produce consigners surveyed re-

ported depending on income from low-volume con-

signment sales. Twenty-six percent of consigners 

surveyed use money from consignment to buy food 

for their household, and 16% use the money to pur-

chase non-food household necessities. Fourteen 

percent of small-scale community food consigners 

surveyed reported that they grow food as their main 

source of income, and 34% percent of consigners 

surveyed reported that they depend at least some-

times on money from consignment to make ends 

meet for their household. 

 

By developing entrepreneurs, Community Food 

Bank of Southern Arizona farmers’ markets extend 

their economic benefits beyond producers and into 

the greater community. According to surveys of pro-

ducers, these farmers’ markets cultivate entrepre-

neurs who can contribute to a robust local econ-

omy. Twenty-nine percent of vendors surveyed 

were first small-scale community food consigners 

before becoming established vendors. Twelve per-

cent of consigners surveyed have started a food-

related business such as a farm, restaurant, or food 

processing operation since becoming a consigner. 

Forty-six percent of consigners surveyed would like 

to start a food-related business, and 56% of con-

signers surveyed feel that being a consigner will 

help their future business efforts. The farmers’ mar-

kets of the Community Food Bank of Southern Ari-

zona not only create opportunities for low-income 

community members to garner income that serves 

as a buffer from hunger, but also cultivate entrepre-

neurs who may contribute to the economic security 

of others in their community. There is a need for 

further research to track the economic impact of 

farmers’ market producer entrepreneurship in Tuc-

son, AZ. 



II. CONSTRAINTS ON THE INCLUSION OF FARMERS’ MARKETS 

IN FOOD BANK PROGRAMMING 

 

F 
ood banks seeking to incorporate farmers’ markets into their anti-

hunger strategy should be aware of the utility of developing a monitor-

ing and evaluation strategy in tandem with the farmers’ market program it-

self. The literature and survey data cited above emphasize relationships between farmers’ 

markets and food security. While it is clear that farmers’ markets have the potential to de-

crease risk of hunger in the surrounding community, the social, educational, geographic, and 

economic mechanisms through which farmers’ markets are related to food security are diffi-

cult to measure. Many food banks, including the Community Food Bank of Southern Arizona, 

rely on easily tracked, quantitative metrics such as “pounds of food” to gauge the success of 

the emergency food programs that lie at the core of their anti-hunger strategy. In order to inte-

grate farmers’ markets into food bank programming it is important to develop clear and, when 

possible, simple measurable indicators that track farmers’ market program effectiveness over 

time and that mesh with pre-existing food bank measurement strategies. 

 

A. Measuring food security 

 

A number of measurement options are available for assessing the food security status 

of an individual, household, or community. As shown in Figure 1, the concept of food security 

may be simplified into three parts for measurement: food consumption and utilization, food access, and 

food availability (Deitchler et al. 2010). 

 

Strategies for measuring food availability and access include: focus groups; mapping, observation; statisti-

cal analysis using existing data sources or maps; and surveys (Smiley & Roux 2005). Household expendi-

ture surveys (Smith & Subandoro 2007), list-recall methods (Lorenzana & Mercado 2002), and food basket 

approaches (Meade & Rosen 2002) are specific tools developed to assess household relationships with 

food. Surveys are a typical tool for gauging food security status, and development of such surveys has 

been pioneered by the United States Department of Agriculture (Nord & Andrews 2001). It is generally un-
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important whether food security surveys are con-

ducted by telephone or in-person (Nord & Hopwood 

2007). In addition, anthropometric measures of hu-

man weight and size give an estimate of food con-

sumption and utilization (Deitchler et al. 2010). 

 

The past decade has witnessed a rise in the use of 

geographic information systems (GIS) for mapping 

and measuring geographic access to food. GIS 

data sources for food security assessment include: 

fieldwork, land use and parcel data from urban 

planning agencies, health and agriculture depart-

ment licensing data, commercially available busi-

ness data such as directories, taxation data (though 

food is not always taxable), and online photographs 

from websites like Google Street View (Forsyth et 

al. 2010). Studies typically measure either density 

of food sources, or proximity of food sources to cer-

tain locations, like households or schools (Charreire 

et al. 2010). In using geographic methods to meas-

ure food access it is important to specify the type of 

food source or store in question (Forsyth et al. 

2010), as well as technical details such as the level 

of aggregation of data (e.g., census block, county, 

or state) and methods used to measure distance 

(Sparks et al. 2011). Table 1 lists a number of 

physical and temporal distances used as cutoff 

points in GIS studies of proximity to food sources. 

 

Geographic access to food may be measured in a 

variety of food environments including schools, 

worksites, homes, and the greater community 

(Glanz 2009). However, some have critiqued food 

environment assessment as a field dominated by 

Figure 1: Defining and measuring food security (Deitchler et al. 2010) 
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studies that use unsophisticated study de-

signs, and fail to incorporate social and indi-

vidual factors and how they interrelate with 

the physical environment (Lytle 2009). Exist-

ing research is insufficient to conclude 

whether areas with limited access to food 

actually have inadequate access to food 

(USDA 2009). 

 

Appendix I presents links to resources that 

give example survey questions, indicators, 

and methodologies for measuring food secu-

rity. Most resources on food security meas-

urement provide protocols for holistic as-

sessments of overall food security in a 

household or community. Few give targeted 

methods for tracking food security or nutri-

tional outcomes of specific programs. How-

ever, of particular interest to farmers’ market 

programs is the Nutritional Impact Assess-

ment Tool designed by USAID for agricul-

tural, food security, and livelihoods project 

designers (USAID 2011). 

 

B. Measuring social 

capital 

 

Like food security, social capital 

may be measured through various 

methods. A number of studies and reports 

have emphasized the need to analyze social 

capital using network approaches (Australian 

Bureau of Statistics 2000; Burt 2000; Chiesi 

2007; Edwards 2004; Franke 2005; Lin 

1999; Policy Research Initiative 2005; Trigilia 

2001; van der Gaag 2005; van der Gaag & 

Snijders 2005; Webber & Huxley 2007; Zhao 

2002; Zukewich & Norris 2005). For exam-

ple, to gain a holistic understanding of social 

capital in a community it may be beneficial to 

track the relations among actors, mapping 

them as nodes and using social network 

methods of analysis. However, given real-

world constraints, in practice it may be more 

effective to measure social capital using 

more traditional indicators, such as survey 

questions with multiple choice answers. The 

sources given in Appendix II are examples of 

Source Time or distance criteria 

Bertrand et al. (2008) 
Three kilometers for motorized, and 500m for non-motorized, 

consumers. 

Bodor et al. (2007) Fresh vegetable availability within 100m of residence. 

Burns & Inglis (2007) 
Residents who live within an 8 to 10 minute car journey of a ma-

jor supermarket. 

Jiao et al. (2012) 
Reachable within 10 minutes by walk, bicycle, riding transit, or 

driving. 

Murrell et al. (2011) 
Mainstream grocery store with a serviced bus stop within a five 

minute or quarter mile walking distance. 

Raja et al. (2008) 
Food destination within five minute travel time by walking, bike 

ride, or drive. 

Table 1: Example distances and times for measuring geographic food access 

http://www.iycn.org/resource/nutritional-impact-assessment-tool/
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both traditional and network approaches to social 

capital measurement. 

 

Of particular interest for farmers’ markets is the So-

cial Capital Impact Assessment (SCIA) tool 

(Feldstein & Sander n.d ; Franke 2005: 61-62; Wil-

liamson 2002). Modeled after Environmental Impact 

Assessment, an SCIA predicts the effects of a pro-

posed action on social capital in the local commu-

nity. While many more generic tools assess the 

overall status of social capital for an individual or 

group, targeted SCIA protocols ask questions to 

investigate the expected social outcomes of a spe-

cific action or program (Feldstein & Sander n.d.; 

Franke 2005). 

 

In addition, the nonprofit organization marketum-

brella.org publishes the Neighborhood Exchange 

Evaluation Device (NEED) methodology to meas-

ure social capital in the context of farmers’ markets. 

The NEED methodology includes a combination of 

surveys, observations, and comparative demo-

graphics: observing customers to tabulate the 

quantity of economic and social transactions; di-

rectly surveying customers and vendors; tabulating 

the quantity and length of interactions between cus-

tomers and vendors; interviewing people who live 

close to the market; and gathering demographic 

information at the market for comparison with U.S. 

Census Bureau data (McCarthy 2011). 

 

Lev et al. (2007) also suggests a three-part farmers’ 

market assessment that could be used to measure 

social or other outcomes. The methodology is com-

prised of: attendance counts of number of custom-

ers; self-selecting dot sticker surveys to collect cus-

tomer information and opinions; and participatory 

rapid market assessments conducted as a group by 

market managers at markets other than their own. 

 

An evaluation form from the Farmers’ Market Fed-

eration of New York gauges social atmosphere at 

the market by assessing whether people are talking 

with each other; whether the market is more hurried 

or more relaxed; whether the market is exciting and 

fun; the presence of entertainment; and the preva-

lence of crowds (Roth 2009). In addition, a survey 

protocol from the Northeast Organic Farming Asso-

ciation of Vermont assesses ways the market sup-

ports the community, ways the community supports 

the market, and whether a diverse cross-section of 

the host community attends the market (Buckwalter 

2010). 

http://marketumbrella.org/
http://marketumbrella.org/
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C. Developing a 

framework for 

measurement 

 

The Community Food Bank of South-

ern Arizona has developed a prag-

matic strategy for monitoring and 

evaluating their farmers’ market 

program. The purpose of the program’s 

monitoring and evaluation plan is to gather 

quantitative and qualitative information that 

can be used to illustrate the program in a 

number of contexts: board presentations, 

grant applications, funder reports, program 

improvement and internal review, promo-

tional materials, and simply in the advance-

ment of scientific understanding of the rela-

tionships between these farmers’ markets 

and food security in the local community. 

 

Core components of this measurement strat-

egy include: a well-defined program with a 

clear purpose, explicit measurement goals, a 

point person responsible for monitoring and 

evaluation, physical and electronic supplies 

for carrying out monitoring and evaluation, 

methods and protocols for data collection 

and analysis, a schedule and plan for moni-

toring and evaluation into the future, a user-

friendly SurveyMonkey database where data 

can be easily entered and accessed, and 

templates for electronic and print materials 

that can be used to communicate results. 

Monitoring and evaluation is integrated into 

program operations and ongoing into the 

foreseeable future. 

 

The plan includes 5 data collection methods: 

self-administered customer surveys, cus-

tomer dot sticker surveys, self-administered 

producer surveys, handheld clicker counts of 

attendance and sales, and systematic 

trained observation of phenomena of interest 

at the market. See Appendix III for example 

materials used to communicate the results of 

data collected in January 2013.  

http://www.surveymonkey.com/


CONCLUSION AND RECOMMENDATIONS 

 

T 
his report concludes that there may be a role for farmers’ markets in 

community-based anti-hunger organizations such as food banks. The 

following recommendations are based on this analysis: 

1. Nonprofit farmers’ markets targeting low-income consumers should include social, educa-

tional, geographic, and economic program objectives. 

2. Monitoring and evaluation of complex outcomes should be integrated, ongoing, and devel-

oped in tandem with the farmers’ market program itself. Monitoring and evaluation should 

compliment pre-existing measurement frameworks used in the field of food banking. 

3. Individuals and groups that support food bank farmers’ markets should allocate adequate 

human and financial resources for program monitoring and evaluation. 
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